Scott Joplin
A Breeze From Alabama
March and Two Step

Intro
Not fast

A period
chromatic NCTs (and diatonic)

CM:
oscillating \( \frac{6}{5} \) (Aldwell/Schacht)

Tonicization of II

Intro returns in 1st ending

Tonicization of ii

Still ct.\(^{2}\)? If

Chain of secondary dominants: \( V^{7/2} \) \( V^{7/4} \) \( V^{7} \) }
EM?!? = new tonic?

... or is B new tonic? Or just tonicized?

Transition/bridge

Chromatic mediant?

Another non-tonic section beginning

FM: V5

9-8 sus or Appoggiatura? Great for NeR discussion

First 4 measures same as antecedent